SIMPLICIAL SUBDIVISION OF INFINITE DIMENSIONAL COMPACT CUBES THOMAS E. ARMSTRONG
Finite dimensional polyhedra may be characterized as those finite dimensional convex sets S admitting a finite a simplicial subdivision with vertex set equal to the extreme point set of S. Alfsen has shown the existence of <*-polytope which doesn't admit even an infinite simplicial subdivision of this type. It is shown here that any infinite dimensional compact cube does admit subdivisions of this type.
1* Introduction* In [5] cubes (i.e., affine isomorphs of unit balls of C^{ X) spaces with X compact and Hausdorff) were examined. In particular the compact cubes (i.e., unit balls of dual ^{X) spaces and their affine isomorphs) were examined. The unit ball of ^(X) is a compact cube iff W(X) is Banach lattice isomorphic to L°°(S, Σ, μ) for some positive localizable measure space (S, Σ, μ). The predual of such a ^(X) space is a unique subspace of ^ίf{X) which consists of the signed normal measures ^K(X) on X, [7] , [23] , [5] .
^V(X) is Banach lattice isomorphic to L\S, Σ, μ), [7] , [23] , [5] . X is said to be hyperstonian, iff it is extremally disconnected and possesses a collection {μ a } of normal probability measures such that X a -supp (μ a ) forms a disjoint collection of clopen subsets of X with dense union. The measure space (S, Σ, μ) can be taken to be S = \J a X with μ = μ a on each X a . L\S, Σ, μ) or ^ViX) is Banach lattice isomorphic with the: Γ-direct sum [Σβ^Wli, [5] . There is a unique affine toplogy on any compact cube rendering it compact. This may be considered as the weak* topology σ{^{X), ^Γ(X)) or σ(L~, L 1 ). Examples of compact cubes include the Hubert cube {(Z n ) e P: |χ Λ | g n~ι when neN}, which is norm compact in the Hubert space I 2 , and its affine homeomorph the unit ball of Γ with topology σ(l°°, I 1 ). The Tychonoff cube over a set T is a more general example and is defined as the unit ball of Γ(T) with the topology σ(Γ(Γ), P(Γ)) and is usually thought of as Πte? [ -1, 1] Another, more esoteric, example is the unit ball of ^f^iβ) of all bounded harmonic functions on an open subset θ of a harmonic space of Gonstantinescu and Cornea on which constants are super harmonic, [4] . This compact cube has as its compact affine topology the topology of locally uniform convergence on θ. ^f°°{θ) is isomorphic to ^(X) for a hyperstonian compact Hausdorff space X which is the harmonic part of the Feller boundary of θ. ^K(X) is generated by the harmonic measures on X, [4] , [24] .
In [5] the infinite dimensional notions of polyhedrality which 2 THOMAS E. ARMSTRONG have been put forth by various authors were examined and it was determined that for infinite dimensional cubes only the Alf sen-Nordseth definition of polyhedrality was true. One notion of polyhedrality for finite dimensional convex sets is the existence of a finite simplicial subdivision. This forms the basis of much of piecewise linear topology in finite dimensions. It would be nice if it were possible to carry out the program of piecewise linear topology in infinite dimensions.
One very important tool in infinite dimensional topology is the Hilbert cube manifold. We shall exhibit subdivisions of compact cubes by Bauer simplexes. From this it follows that Hilbert cube manifolds admit simplicial subdivision. We will also see that L°° spaces admit tesselation by Bauer simplexes. Hence, it would appear that L°°m anifolds have Bauer simplicial subdivisions. One reason that the possibility of simplicial subdivision of infinite dimensional convex sets hasn't been considered is the following. In [2] Alfsen asked whether there was a characterization of those convex compact sets K such that Caratheodory's theorem was valid in that given any keK there was a Choquet simplex S k containing k with the extreme points, ξ(S k ) of S k in those of K. Of course in finite dimensions this is equivalent to Caratheodory's theorem and is valid for any compact convex K hence for all compact polyhedra. This is used by piecewise linear topologists to show that any compact polyhedron admits a simplicial subdivision (which consists of simplexes of the same dimension as the polyhedron) whose simplexes have extreme points contained in the extreme points of the original polyhedron. Alfsen, [2], gives an example of an α-polytope K, [18] , and keK for which there is no simplex S k of the type prescribed by Caratheodory's theorem. We shall see that, in addition to Choquet simplexes, compact cubes satisfy Caratheodory's theorem. We conjecture that any Alf sen-Nordseth polyhedron satisfies Caratheodory's theorem and in fact admits Caratheodory simplicial subdivisions. 2* Convex complexes and simplicial subdivisions* DEFINITION 2.1.
1.
A convex precomplex is a collection {C a } of closed convex subsets of a locally convex Hausdorff space such that C a Π C β is a face both of C a and C β for all a, β.
2. A convex precomplex is minimal iff when C a Φ C β then C a isn't a face of C β .
3. A convex complex is a precomplex which contains along with each C a all of its closed faces.
REMARKS. 1. Nontopological definitions are obtained if the SIMPLICIAL SUBDIVISION OF INFINITE DIMENSIONAL COMPACT CUBES 3 ambient vector space is given the finest locally convex topology. A precomplex then consists of linearly closed sets. Any face of a linearly closed convex set is linearly closed hence (3) of Definition 2-1 is the requirement that if C belongs to a complex so do all of its faces.
2. If A is a convex precomplex, adding all closed faces of its members to A yields the smallest convex complex containing the precomplex. If every element of a complex is in an element of the complex which is maximal with respect to inclusion the collection of maximal elements is a minimal precomplex which generates the complex.
3. By restricting the elements of precomplex to be in a certain class of convex sets one obtains the notions of Ghoquet simplicial complex, Bauer simplicial complex, cubical complex, compact cubical complex, convex compact complex etc. One must make sure that the class of convex sets one is using is closed upon taking closed faces. For instance if one considers cubes with their norm topology (as unit balls of ^(X) spaces) not all norm closed faces are cubes [5] but compact cubes with their compact affine topology only have compact cubes as closed faces.
4. Any Hubert cube manifold 34f is homeomorphic to C x x C 2 where G x is the union of a finite dimensional simplicial complex and C 2 is a Hubert cube [6] . Modulo orientability, there is a convex complex {S a x C 2 } with \J a {S a x C 2 } = C λ x C 2 with each S a a finite dimensional simplex.
One may define the skeleton of a closed convex set to be the complex of all closed faces. For any cardinal number n one may define ^-complex as all closed faces of topological dimension at most n and the ^"-complex as all elements of the ^-complex not of dimension n. The ^V complex is the finite dimensional skeleton. Fon any cardinal n the ^-skeleton consists of the faces of dimension n. The 0-skeleton is the collection of extreme points. The 1-skeleton consisting of all edges has been studied in [14] for compact convex sets in Banach spaces. REMARK. It is very easy to give Choquet simplicial subdivisions of closed convex sets but even α'-polytopes needn't have Caratheodory simplicial subdivision. 4 THOMAS E. ARMSTRONG 3* Construction of subdivision of cubes* The construction of a Caratheodory Bauer simplicial subdivision of a compact cube that we are about to give is a straight forward generalization of a well known procedure for subdividing finite dimensional cubes as found in [16] and algorithmatized in [12] .
Since a simplicial subdivision of one cube readily gives corresponding subdivisions of all affine homeomorphs we shall only consider subdivisions of the positive unit ball of L°°(S, Σ, μ) of a positive localizable measure space (S, Σ, μ) which is denoted by Π + . 
is closed under arbitrary intersections. 4. The closure of M-Chain(Π + ) under arbitrary intersections is all C 6 C-Ghain(Π + ) with {0, 1} c C. The proof of this is analogous to the proof that every proper filter is the intersection of all ultrafilters containing it.
5. Both Chain(Π + ) and C-Chain(Π + ) are increasing families with respect to inclusion (i.e., they are filtering to the left).
6. On any chain the order topology and σ(L°°, L 1 ) coincide. REMARKS. 1. C f contains X {f>λ} = sup {X {f^+1/n} : n e N, λ + 1/n < U} for any 0 ^ λ < II/IU. C f is the closure of {X {f>λ} 0 £X<\\f\\J. If (X, Σ, μ) were a finite measure space we could make use of a result of Grothendiek [9, 8.3.6] which asserts that for any element / of the σ(LΓ, L ι ) closure of S* there is a sequence in S G which converges in LXS, Σ, μ) to /. From this sequence we could extract a subsequence convergent μ a.e. to /. Any such subsequence is easily seen to be order convergent. Hence, / would be an order limit of Sc -S so / would be in S. Thus, when (X, Σ, μ) is a finite measure space S = S G .
REMARKS. 1. S G -S G and C -ζ(S G
For any E e Σ with μ(E) < oo let C E be the complete chain in the extreme points of the unit ball of L°°(E, Σ, μ \ E ) consisting of functions of the form f\ E with feC.
If heS G the remarks of the preceding paragraph show that X AιlE ^ h\ E ^ X B n E and that if 0 < λ :g \\h\ E \U then X ίhlE^} eC E .
Note that Although the order topology on Π + is an affine topology iff X is hyperstonian it is a compact ϊ\ topology. Each S G is compact and T 1 in the order topology. If Π + is the positive unit ball of ^(X) with X only a basically disconnected compact Hausdorff space, [10] , a careful perusal of the proof of Proposition 3.1 shows that S = S*. The validity of this identity when X is only totally disconnected is not known. . To show that ^(Π 4 ") is a Caratheodory Bauer simplicial subdivision of Π + we need to establish two facts. First, we need to show that S c is a Bauer simplex for each CeMChain(Q + ). This may be done just by showing that each S c is affinely isomorphic to some simplex since then S c is itself a simplex which is a Choquet simplex under the topology σ(L°°, U) which is a Bauer simplex since ξ(S c ) -C is σ(L°°, U) compact. Second, we need to show that S Cι Π S Ci = S Cί iff C λ c C 2 when C x and C 2 are distinct elements of M-Chain(Π + ). PROPOSITION 
If C e C-Chain(Cϊ + ) then S c is a Bauer simplex.
Proof. We must show that S c is affinely asomorphic to some simplex. If the proposition is valid S c will be affinely isomorphic to ^{C), the Bauer simplex of all probability Radon measures on the compact Hausdorff space C. One affine isomorph of ^(C) is the convex set £${G) of distribution functions on C. £&(C) consists of all functions g from C to [0, 1] which are decreasing, have g(inΐ (C)) = 1 and are left continuous on C so that if x e C is the supremum of {y e C: y < x) then g(x) = inf {g(y): y eC, y < x}. The affine isomorphism between &{G) and &{C) is gotten by assigning to p e ^(C) its distribution function c£ p which is defined by d p (x) = p{y eC: y ^ x}. The details of this affine isomorphism is standard knowledge when C is order isomorphic to [0, 1] and is folk lore otherwise. We shall establish an affine isomorphism between &(G) and S G or, more precisely, between £&(C) and S defined in Proposition 3.1. It is helpful to note that £&(β), when given the pointwise ordering as a set of real functions on C, is a lattice with the usual lattice operations and actually is a complete lattice (the supremum of a family is the left continuous regularization of the pointwise supremum and the infimum is the pointwise infimum).
Let 2. If X is only basically disconnected Sΐ is affinely isomorphic to the (nonChoquet) simplex of all probability Borel measures on the topological space C equipped with the order topology. If Sc is given the norm || IL and &{β) is given the uniform on C then S c and &(C) are isometric under Φ. (iii) 
Proof. R e (Σ(]~\ + )) is a simplicial subdivision of Πί consisting of || H^-closed convex hulls of sets of the form R e (C) where Ce Jf-Chain (Π + ). Note that if {/, g} c • and ^e is the order on L°°(S, Σ, μ) with e as order unit then f^eg iff fe^ge.
Since That R e (Σ(Πt)) = Σ(Πt) is now immediate. PROPOSITION 
1. Σ(Π) = U {Σ(Πt) eeξ(\J)} is a simplicial subdivision of •• SIMPLICIAL SUBDIVISION OP INFINITE DIMENSIONAL COMPACT CUBES 9 2. The zero skeleton of Σ(£J) is the set of geometric centers of σ(L°°, U) closed faces of Π

Proof. 1. -?(•) consists of Bauer simplexes. If / 6 • and e = X\fm -^{/<oj then / e •+ hence is in some element of Σ(£]ΐ). Thus Σ(Π) covers Π
To show that -Γ(Π) is a subdivision it only remains to show that if S x and S 2 are distinct elements of Σ(£J) then Si Π S 2 is a proper face both of S L and S a . If S t e ^(Πί) then S x Π S 2 is a proper face of S 1 and of S 2 iff ^(SJ Π # e (S 2 ) is a proper face of RXS,) and of R e (S 2 ). Consequently we may assume that S t e J?(Π + ) and that S 2 e£(Π?) where / -X A -l A ceζ (•) .
Note that ^Q + nD/ iff #,# = g iff 0 ^ # ^ %4. For any such g, R f (X B ) -=X B if BeC g . Thus J?/(C,) = C β . We have <?eS 2 iff C g = R f {C g )aξ{S 2 ) and inf (i?/(f (S 2 ))) ^ SXflf) = £ <ς sup (i?/(ί(S 2 ))) . 2. {Πί : β 6 ί(D)} is a compact cubical subdivision of Π It is only a cubical subdivision if • isn't compact but is the unit ball of r^{ X) with X basically disconnected.
Since JR/[f(S a )] ^s maximal the last condition is vacuous so geS 2 iff C, a ξ(S t ). Thus, g e S, Π S 2 iff C, c f(S f ) Π f(SJ -C. Thus, S L n S 2 is the face S a > of ^ which is proper since 1 ί S^. This establishes 1). 2. In [5] it is shown that the σ(L°°, L
3. 2XΠ) isn't a Caratheodory subdivision of Π If Π is a compact cube, order the closed faces by inclusion and let the centers of the closed faces be given the induced order so that if a is the center of face REMARK. It may be verified that a compact Hausdorff space X is totally disconnected iff U {JΓ/(Π) /^/ 2 (X)} is a dense subset of <ίf(X) for I! \\ x . It may also be verified that {T/(D):/e/,(-£)} is a minimal cubical precomplex even if X is not disconnected. We conjecture that this precomplex is a cubical tesselation of r^{ X) iff X is basically disconnected. 
f]F. Consequently, (S ί ΠF)Π(S 2 nF)
is a face both of S, Π F and S 2 Π F. Thus, S x Π S 2 is a proper face both of S x and of S a . 5* Non-Coherence* A simplicial subdivision 2* of a convex set S of a t.v.s. E is coherent iff there is a unique topology on S inducing on each simplex in Σ its t.v.s. topology. We first note the measure space (S, Σ 9 μ) has an atom iff there is a CeM-Chain(Π + ) with a gap, i.e., there are elements X A < X B in is C such that there is no element of C between them and, if this the case, then B\A is an atom. Actually, (S, Σ, μ) has an atom iff every CeM-Chain(Π + ) has gaps. If (S, Σ, μ) has no atoms every CeM-Chain(Π + ) has no isolated points and is connected hence C looks like a "long line segment". A has only one point q which is not a limit of a net in A\{#} of cardinality less than card (Γ) whereas there are two such points in D 2 . Thus D t isn't homeomorphic with D 2 hence C L isn't homeomorphic to C 2 .
To find examples of positive localizable measure space (S, Σ, μ) such that the space L°°(S, Σ, μ) is infinite dimensional and the positive unit ball Π + has 2Ό + ) homogeneous we must assume that μ is purely nonatomic. We show that μ must be a cr-finite. The tf-finiteness of μ is equivalent to the countable chain condition or to the assertion that any CeChain(Π + ) is separable in the order topology, [19] . In this case any Ceilf-ChainO + ) is a compact separable linearly ordered set with no isolated points thus is homeomorphic to [ Pooof. If μ is 6r-finite we have seen that 1Ό + ) is homogeneous. If μ isn't σ-finite there exist compacts {X λ : λ e Γ} and nonatomic probabilities {^ λ 6 JΓ} on these compacts such that •* is affinely homeomorphic with the positive unit ball of Π°(X, μ) where μ is the Radon measure on the locally compact disjoint union X of {X λ : λeΓ} with μ\ Xχ -μ λ for λeΓ. This is an immediate consequence of Kakutani's Representation Theorem for L-space [23, 26.3.3] . The measure μ is <j-finite iff Γ is countable. To establish the proposition it suffices to find for JΓ uncountable a Ceikf-Chain(Π + ) which is separable in the order topology. This is because the uncountability of Γ guarantees the nonσ-finiteness of μ, hence, implies that the countable chain condition is violated, hence, implies the existence of a nonseparable C o 6 ilί-Chain(Π + ) which can't be homeomorphic to C. To construct C first construct maximal chains C λ in the extreme points of the unit ball of U°(X λ9 μ λ ) for λeΓ. Define f x , t eC λ by the requirement that \fχ it dμχ = t for λeΓ. The mapί -+fχ tt is a homeomorphic order isomorphism of [0,1] onto C λ for λeΓ. Set f t equal to f λ)t on X x for all λeΓ. The map t->f t is an order isomorphic homeomorphism of [0, 1] onto the chain C = {f t : 0 ^ t ^ 1} The maximality of the separable chain C is readily verified.
